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Flowchart indicating the work of a Civil Celebrant of Marriage (CC)
Giving the notice of intended marraige ("MN") through a CC to the Registrar

Acceptance of MN
from the parties to the
intended marriage

One of the marrying parties
to attend the CC's office to
give the MN (in the prescribed
form as in Form 1 in Schedule
1) within 3 months from the
date of proposed marriage
and propose details of the
intended marriage (s.6)

CC to collect
the MN forms
from the
Registrar (s. 8)*

CC to examine
marrying parties' identities and
secure documents as appropriate
showing that their intended
marriage is not impeded by laws

CC to collect
supplementary
documents

Yes

Are
supplementary documents
required?
No

Yes

Is written
consent under
s. 14 required?
(i.e. obtain parental consent
if a party is of age
over 16 and
under 21)
No

The relevant person
specified in Schedule
3 to produce written
consent to the CC
(s. 14(1A))
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The party giving the MN to sign
on the notice (s 6(2))

One of the parties to make an
affidavit of no impediment before
the CC (s. 12(1))

Party to pay the prescribed fee for
filing and exhibiting MN through
the CC to the Registrar
(s. 6(3))

The Registrar to check
if the MN and other
documents are in order

CC to take follow-up
action and re-transmit
the MN to the
Registrar

Return the MN to the
CC for follow-up
action

Yes

Are
supplementary
documents
required?
No
The Registrar to
collect the prescribed
MN fee and issue
receipt. He will
inform CC the date for
collecting the
certificate of the
Registrar (RC)

The Registrar to take
follow-up action such
as exhibiting the MN
for not less than 15
days or until 3 months
when the MN expires
(s. 7(2))
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CC to transmit the MN, affidavit,
written consent (if any) and the
prescribed MN fee to the Registrar
(s. 6A(1))

The Registrar to issue
RC in the prescribed
form (s. 9(1)) if in
order
CC to collect the RC on behalf of
the marrying parties and forward it
to either of them (s.9(1E))

Celebration of
marriage by civil
celebrant

CC to collect the
books of marriage
certificates (MC)
from the Registrar
(s. 20A)

CC to prepare the marriage
certificates in duplicate.

Before the marriage takes place,
the parties to sign written
declarations in the prescribed form
in the presence of CC
(s. 21(1A))

CC to celebrate marriage in
accordance with the procedures
stipulated in ss. 21(3A), 21(4)(a)
& (b), 21(4A) or 21(4B) where
appropriate

CC, parties and 2 witnesses to
sign on the marriage certificate
in duplicate (s. 21(5))

CC to deliver one certificate to the
parties immediately after the
marriage and enter in the butt the
names of the parties and the date
of marriage (s.21(7))

CC to despatch the duplicate
marriage certificate and the
declarations to the Registrar
within 7 days after the marriage
(s. 21(7))
* Remark:
References to sections in the flowchart indicate relevant provisions in the Marriage Ordinance, Cap.
181 and the Marriage (Introduction of Civil Celebrants of Marriages and General Amendments) Bill.
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